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No.:AIBSNLEA/RAJ./2009-10/126                                            Dated 7th June’ 2011 
To,    
 Shri H.P.Meena 
        Sr.General  Manager, (Finance & IFA),  
 Rajasthan Telecom Circle,  

BSNL, Jaipur. 
Sub: - Inter Circle hard tenure transfer – Request for change of posting at choice of place- Case of 
Shri Ashok Kumar, A.O, Sri Nagar (J&K Circle). 
Respected Sir, 
 In continuation to our earlier discussion, we are constrained to bring to your kind notice that the 
executive who completed the out of circle hard tenure & transferred to Rajasthan Telecom Circle were 
posted without considering the request of choice of station. 
 The BSNL Corporate Office issued tenure transfer order in the cadre of Account Officers vide 
letter no. 3-3/2010-SEA-BSNL(Part) dated 11-03-2011 in which Shri Ashok Kumar, A.O, Sri Nagar (J&K 
Circle) transferred to Rajasthan Circle. 
 Sir, as you know that the request transfer of executive’s at choice of place  in intra circle are 
being considered after completion of hard tenure period  i.e. two year but the request for choice of 
station of inter circle has not been consider  & posted at a place other then choice of station.  
 Shri Ashok Kumar, A.O, Sri Nagar (J&K Circle) requested for posting at Jaipur due to following 
family circumstances. 
1.    His wife is heart patient for last fourteen years and she was under gone open heart surgery two 

times, due to heart problem she was suffered paralytic attack also & her present state of health is 
not good. She required continuous treatment & regular medical checkup. 

2.    He has completed the Inter Circle Hard Tenure period i.e. one year at Sri Nagar in J&K Circle.  
3.   The families of the officers residing at Jaipur. 
 Considering the real facts their request for posting at choice of place i.e. Jaipur station is quite 
genuine. It is pertinent to mention here that when we are allowing the officer to join his family after 
completion of tenure with in the Circle why the officer staying away out of Circle for hard tenure should 
be deprived of his legitimate right to join his family at his head quarter rather than sending him away 
from family. It will be in conformity of natural justice if they are considered for posting at their choice 
station when they are repatriated to Circle after completion of hard tenure out of Circle.  
 We therefore request to kindly consider the request of Ashok Kumar, A.O , Sri Nagar (J&K Circle) 
sympathetically & revise the posting order at Jaipur.The representation of the officers are enclosed 
herewith for necessary action please.   
                                         With Kind Regards                      

    Yours Sincerely, 
Enclosure: As above 

                   (O.P. JAT) 
                                                                                              Circle Secretary 

Copy to: - (1) The CGMT, Rajasthan Circle, Jaipur for information please. 
                (2)The General Secretary, AIBSNLEA, CHQ, New Delhi for information please. 
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